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ABSTRACT.   Let A be a dual ¿'-algebra. We give a minimax formula for

the positive elements in A.  By using this formula and some of its consequent

results, we introduce and study the symmetric norms and symmetrically-normed

ideals in A.

1. Introduction. Let H be a (complex) Hubert space and LC(H) the alge-

bra of all compact operators on H. Then LC(H) is a simple dual 5*-algebra and

every simple dual ¿J*-algebra is of this form. The minimax formula for the posi-

tive elements in LC(H) is well known and has many applications (see [2, p. 908,

Theorem 3] and [3, p. 25, Theorem]). In this paper, we present a generalization

of this formula to the positive elements in an arbitrary dual 5*-algebra. Let a be

a positive element in a dual B*-algebxa A and E the set of all Hermitian minimal

idempotents in A. We show that the singular values sn(a) of a can be calculated

by the following equations

sx(a) = max{||eae||: e E E},

sn+x(a)=     min      max{\\eae\\: e EE, ef¡ = 0, i = 1,2,... ,n}.
fv~.fn&¡

After establishing this formula, we give some applications. Let RQ = (0)

and let Rn he the set of all elements x = 2"_, x,f¡ in A, where xy- G A and

f¡EE such that f¡fj = 0 (i + f). We show that, for any element a in A, its singu-

lar values are given by

»n + M " min{»a - W bERn)      (« = 0, 1, 2, . . . ).

We also obtain that, for all elements a, bin A,

¿  sn(a + b)< ¿ 5»+ Z sn(b)     (k=l,2,...)
n=l n=l n=l

and
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n snW < n s» n s»  <¡* -1.2.... *
n=l n = l n = l

These inequahties were obtained by K. Fan and A. Horn for compact operators

on a Hubert space (see [3, p. 48, Lemma 4.2]).

The properties of symmetric norming functions and symmetric norm (uni-

form crossnorm) in LC(H) are well known and have been studied by many mathe-

maticians (e.g. see [3] and [8]). In this paper, we introduce the concepts of sym-

metric norm and symmetrically-normed ideals for A. LetS^ be the socle of A.

We show that the class of all sji. functions and the class of all symmetric norms

on SA generate each other.

Let $ be an s.n. function, -40 the s.n. ideal generated by $ and A^ the

closure of SA in A$. We prove that A^ is a dual .4*-algebra and the conjugate

space of A^ can be identified with A «, where <ï>* denotes the sji. function

adjoint to $.   The formulas established above are useful in the proof of

these results. We also remark that for the case A = LC(H), all these results were

known.

In this paper, our approach is elementary and basically algebraic. The tech-

nique in the proof of the minimax formula is quite different from that used in

[2] and [3].

2. Notation and preliminaries. Definitions not explicitly given are taken

from Rickart's book [6].

For any set S in a Banach algebra A, let lA(S) and rA(S) denote the left

and right annihilators of S in A, respectively. Then A is called a dual algebra, if

for every closed right ideal R and every closed left ideal /, we have fA(lA(R)) =

R and lA(rA(I)) — I.   See [5] and [6] for some of its properties.

An idempotent e in a Banach algebra A is said to be minimal if eAe is a

division algebra. In case A is semisimple, this is equivalent to saying that Ae (eA)

is a minimal left (right) ideal of A.

Let A he a Banach algebra. A bounded linear operator T on A is called a

right centralizer if T(xy) = (Tx)y for all x, y in A. For each a in A, the oper-

ator La: x —► ax (x E A) is a right centralizer on A.

In this paper, all algebras and linear spaces under consideration are over the

field C of complex numbers.

Notation. In this paper, A will denote a dual B*-algebra with norm || • ||.

We shall use, without explicitly mentioning, the following fact:   For any

orthogonal family {ea } of Hermitian minimal idempotents of A, Sa ea x is sum-

mable in A, and especially when {ea} is a maximal family,x = 2aeax for all x

in A (see [5, p. 30, Theorem 16] and [10, p. 442, Theorem 5.2]).

Let ft be a normal element in A and SpA(b) the spectrum of b in A. Then
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it is well known that SpA(b) is either finite or countable, and has no nonzero

limit points (see [1, p. 502, Corollary]). Let {ea} he a maximal orthogonal

family of Hermitian minimal idempotents in A such that eab = bea for all a.

By [6, p. Ill, Theorem (3.1.6)], each Xa E SpA(b), where Xaea = bea = eabea,

and SpA(b) - (0) C {\a}. Let X be a nonzero number in Sp^ft). If the set

{Xa : \a = X} has k^ elements, then the number kx is finite and independent of

the choice of {ea} (see the proof of Lemma 2.3 in [11]). We call kK the

multiplicity of X. Let {X„ } = {Xa: Xa ¥= 0}. Then {X„ } is countable and b =

2aeab = 2MX„e„, where e„ G {ea} with enb = \en (see [11]). It is clear that

{X„ } is independent of {ea} and, if Xa + X„ for all n, then Xa = 0. The numbers

X„ are called the eigenvalues of b.

Now suppose a is a nonzero element in A. Then a*a is a positive element

and so each nonzero number in Sx?A(a*a) is positive. Let {X,,} be the eigenvalues

of a*a, arranged in decreasing order and repeated according to multiplicity. Then

X„ > 0 and X„ —► 0 as zz —*■<*>. Let {ea } he a maximal orthogonal family of

Hermitian minimal idempotents of A such that eaa*a = a*aea for all a. Then

a*a = ?aa*aea = Vn\en and

(2.1) « = !>,,.
n

where en E {ea} with \en = a*aen (see [11]). Put sn(a) = W

Definition. The number sn{a) is called the zzth singular value of the ele-

ment a in A.

Remark.   Since X, = ||a*a|| = ||a||2, sx(a) = l|a||.

Let us put

(2-2) [a] = Z sn<°)'n-
n

Then [a] = [a]* = (a*a)Vl (see [11]). Define two mappings W and W* on A

into itself by

(2.3) Wx = Z (*»(«))" Xt*nx      <*eA)
n

and

(2.4) W*x = Z (s»)~ Xen«*x      i* e A)-
n

Then we can show that W and W * axe right centralizers on A with || W || = || IV *||

= 1, W[a] = a and W*a = [a]  (see [11]). We shall refer to the operator W as

the partial isometry asssociated with a.

3. A minimax formula for A. Let A be a dual j5*-algebra with norm || • ||

and E the set of all Hermitian minimal idempotents in A.  Then by [6, p. 98,
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Lemma (2.8.6)] and [6, p. 261, Lemma (4.10.1)], every nonzero left or right

ideal of A contains some element of E.

Lemma 3.1. Let M be a maximal modular right ideal and R a nonzero right

ideal of A such that MC\R = (0). Then R is a minimal right ideal of A.

Proof. By [6, p. 98, Lemma (2.8.6)] ,R contains a minimal right ideal/.

Since M is maximal, it follows that M@R=M®I = A. Therefore R = I.

Lemma 3.2. Let MX,M2,... ,Mnbe maximal modular right ideals and ex,

e2'--''en + i any mutudly orthogonal Hermitian minimal idempotents in A. Then

(3.1)       Mx n M2 n • • • n Mn n (ex + e2 + ' • • 4- en + x)A ¥= (0).

Proof. We use induction. If k = 1, the lemma follows easily from Lemma

3.1. Now suppose that the lemma is true for k = n — 1. Since

(3 2)     (£Wl +e'« + 2+--*+eWI+p)

= (ex +e2 + --'+en + x)(em + x +em+2 + • • • 4- em+p)

with K,m +p<n + 1, we see that(em + 1 +em+2 +•** + em+p)A C

(ex + e2 + • • • + en + x)A.  If there exists some e¡EMx n Af2 n • • • n Mn

(1 < / < n), then (3.1) clearly holds. Therefore, without loss of generality, we

may assume that ex fi Mx. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that Mx n (ex + e,)A

#0 (/ = 2, 3, ...,« + 1). Hence for each /, there exists a Hermitian minimal

idempotent A- EMX n (ex + e)A; clearly A • = (ex + ej)h,. We claim that efy

¥= 0. In fact, if efy = 0, then h¡ = exh¡ G exA.  Therefore, by [6, p. 261, Lem-

ma (4.10.1)], ex = hj EMX; a contradiction. Hence eyA- # 0. If there exists

some 2 < p <« 4- 1 such that hpA n 2/#   h¡A + (0), then hpChpAC

Hj^phjA.    Hence hp = ~Lj^phjx¡ with jc;- G A.    Then ephp =

2jip ep(ei + ej)hjxj = ®> wWch is a contradiction. Consequently, A2^4 4- A3^4

4- • • • 4- hn + xA is a direct sum. Therefore by the proof of [1, p. 497, Theorem

2.2], we can find an orthogonal family {/2, /3./„+1} of Hermitian mini-

mal idempotents contained in h2A + h3A + ••• + hn+xA.  Hence by induction

hypothesis,M2 n M3 n • • • nMn n (f2 + /3 4- • • • 4- fn + X)A * (0). Since

by (3.2), hj E (ex + e¡)A C(ex+e2 + '" + en + x)A, it follows easily that

if2 +f3 + ••• +/B+IM CAÍ, n (e-j 4- e2 + •• • + en+x)A, and so (3.1)

holds. This completes the proof.

Lemma 33. Let a be a positive element and e any Hermitian minimal idem-

potent in A.   Then

(i) eae is positive.

(ii) If\e = eae, then X = \\eae\\.
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Proof,  (i). Write a = h*h, with h E A.  Then eae = (he)*(he) is positive,

(ü). It follows easily from [6, p. 261, Theorem (4.10.3)] that X > 0.

Therefore X = \\eae\\.

We now have the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.4 (minimax formula). Let a be a positive element in a dual

B*-algebra A with singular values {sx{a), s2(a),... } and E the set of all Her-

mitian minimal idempotents in A.  Then for n = 1,2,.. .we have

(3.3)

sx{a) = max{||efle||: e EE}

sx{a) — min max{||eae||: eEE,fxe - 0}

fxBE

sn+l(a) =     min       max{||eae||: eEE,ef¡ = 0, i = 1, 2, . . ., zz}.

ff" 'fneE

Proof. We write sn = sn(a) and a = 2„s„en (see (2.2)). Since for all e E

E, \\eae\\ < ||a|| = sx and s, = Hejflejll, it follows that sx = max{||eae||: e EE}.

Now let /j, f2.fn be any elements in E. Put Mk = (1 - fk)A (k = 1,2,

.. ., zz). Then by Lemma 3.2, there exists some hEE such that hEMx C\M2

n • • • C\Mn n (ex + e2 + ' ' • 4- en + x)A.  Since h EMk, it follows that/fc/z

■ 0 (* = 1,2.zz). Also h = (ex + e2 + • • • + en+1)h. Write hah = th

with t = \\hah\\ (Lemma 3.3). Then

(' - sn+i)h = ha(ex+e2 + >~+ en + x)h - sn + xh

= h(sxex +s2e2 + --+sn+xen + x)h

-sn + ih<-ei +e2 + '-' +en+l)h

= (sl - sn + \)helh + (s2 - sn + l)he2n + " ' + ih ~ sn+l)AenA-

Hence it follows from Lemma 3.3 and [6, p. 232, Lemma (4.7.4)] that

{t - sn + 1)h is positive and so t = \\hah\\ > sn+x. Since hfk = 0, we have

(3-4) sn + i < max{lk«e||: e EE, efk = 0,k = 1,2,... , n}.

Suppose e EE with eek = 0 (k = 1,2, .. . ,n). Then

\eae\\ = skek) e E   hek
k=n + l\Zc=n + l /

= sup{||ïfceft||: zc = zz + l,zz4-2,...} = sn + x.
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Also \\en + xaen + x\\ = sn+x. Consequently,

(3.5) sn + x = max{||eae||: e EE, eek = 0, k = 1, 2.n}.

Combining (3.4) and (3.5), we get (3.3) and this completes the proof.

Remark. Let H he a Hubert space and LC(H) the algebra of all compact

operators on H. It is well known that LC(H) is a simple dual 5*-algebra. For

each Hermitian minimal idempotent e in LC(H), we can write e = (jc ® jc)/(jc, jc)

for some nonzero element jc in H. Then for any Hermitian element T in LC(H),

eTe = (Tx, x)e/(x, jc). Therefore \\eTe\\ = \(Tx, jc)|/(jc, jc). Let / =

(y ®y)l{y> y) be any Hermitian minimal idempotent in LC(H). Then it is easy

to see that ef= 0 if and only if (jc, y) = 0. Hence, Theorem 3.4 is a generaliza-

tion of [2, p. 908, Theorem 3].

The following corollaries are useful in the next section. They are known

for the algebra LC(H).

Corollary 3.5.   Let a be an element in a dual B*-algebra A.   Then the

singular values sn(a) of a are given by

sx(a) — max{||ae||: e EE}

m

Sn + Áa)=     min      max{\\ae\\: eEE,ef¡ = 0, i =1,2, ... ,n}.
/,,..,/„££

Proof.  This follows from Theorem 3.4 and the fact that \\ae\\2 = \\ea*ae\\

= \\e[a]2e\\.

Corollary 3.6.   Let aEA and T a bounded linear operator on A. If

sn(Ta) are the singular values of Ta, then we have

sn(Ta)<\\T\\sn(a)      (« = 1,2,...).

Proof.  Since \\Tae\\ < ||71| ||ae||, Corollary 3.6 follows easily from Corol-

lary 3.5.

Corollary 3.7.   Let a and b be positive elements in A. Ifa-b is a

positive element, then sn(a) > s„(b) (n = 1, 2,. . . ).

Proof.  Let e EE.  Then e(a - b)e is positive. Hence \\eae\\ > \\ebe\\.

Therefore by the minimax formula, sn(a) > sn(b).

4. Some applications of the minimax formula. In this section, by using the

minimax formula, we shall generalize some known results for compact operators
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on Hubert spaces.  As before, A will be a dual 5*-algebra with norm || • || and E

the set of all Hermitian minimal idempotents of A.

Let Rn be the set of all elements x in A such that x = x, fx + x2 f2

+ '" + xnfn, where x,, x2,. .. ,xnE A and fx,f2,... ,fn are mutually

orthogonal Hermitian minimal idempotents in A (n = 1,2,...). Put R0 = (0).

Note that xk(k = 1,2,. . . ,n) can be zero and so R„_x C Rn.

Theorem 4.1. Let a be an element in a dual B*-algebra A.  Then for n =

0, 1, 2,. .. ,wehave

(4.1) sn+1(fl) = min{||a-ô||: bERn}.

Proof.  If zz = 0, then (4.1) reduces,to sx (a) = \\a\\. Suppose zz > 1. Let

b = xifi +x2f2 + '" +xnfnERn- H e E E and efx = ef2 = " • =efn

= 0, then Haell = ||(a - b)e\\ < \\a - b\\. Hence it follows from Corollary 3.5

that

(4.2) s„+i(«)<ll«-¿H      (« = 1.2,...).

Write [a] = 2~=1 sk(a)ek and a - 2"=1 aek (see (2.1) and (2.2)). Put

an = 2Uiaek- Thena„G/?„and

(4.3)

Ifl - a„\\ = ae.
k=n + l

Z    sUa)ek
fc=n + l

Z   *kWek
k=n+l

V4

= sn + i(fl)-

Now (4.1) follows immediately from (4.2) and (4.3) and this completes the

proof.

Remark.   Theorem 4.1 is similar to [3, p. 28, Theorem 2.1].

The following result was obtained by K. Fan for compact operators (see

[3, p. 29, Corollary 2.2]).

Corollary 4.2. Let a, b EA.  Then the following statements are true for

zzz, zz = 1, 2,. . . .

(0 ^m+n-M + b)<sm(a) + sn(b).

(ii) ls„(a)-s„(ô)l<llfl-ôll.

(i")   sm+n-l(ab)<>5m(a)sn(!>)-

Proof.  Let u ERmX and vERn__x be such that sm(a) = \\a - u\\ and

sn(b) = || ¿> - zj|| (see the proof of Theorem 4.1).

(i)  Since u + vERm+n_2 (see [1, p. 497]), by Theorem 4.1, we have
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sm+n-l(a + ¿) < H" + b)-(u+ v)\\ < sm(a) + sn(b).

(ii) This follows immediately from (i).

(iii) Let w = b - v and write u =xxex + x2e2 + • • • 4-xm_1e'm_1,

where ex, e2,... , em_x are mutually orthogonal elements in £". We claim that

uwERm_x. In fact, if e(w =£ 0, then by [6, p. 45, Lemma (2.18)], Aetw is a

minimal left ideal. Consequently, we can write Aex w + Ae2w + • • • 4- Aem _ xw

= A(fx +f2 + • • • +fk), where 1 < k < m - 1 and/j, f2,.. . ,fk are

mutually orthogonal elements in if (see [1, p. 497]). Therefore uw ERm_x.

Since (a - u)(b - v) = ab - av - uw and av + uw E Rm +n_2, it follows from

Theorem 4.1 that

*m+n-i(ab) < Hfli - (flü + MW)II < Hfl - "Il »ô - "H

= sm(a)s«(ft)-

This completes the proof.

By using Corollary 4.2 and the proof of [3, p. 32, Theorem 2.3], we have

Corollary 43.   Suppose a, b EA and r>0. 7/lim^^.» nrsn(a) = t

and lim^^^ nrsn(b) = 0, then limn_0o nrsn(a + b) = t.

Lemma 4.4.  Let a G A(fx + f2 + • • • 4- fn), where fx,f2,...,fn are

mutually orthogonal Hermitian minimal idempotents in A.  Then sn + x(a) =

s«+2(fl) = * • ' = 0.

Proof. Suppose this is not so. Then we can write a*a = S£_j s2(a)e}

with n + 1 < k < «o. Since e¡a*a = sf{a)e¡ and s^a) ¥= 0, it follows that e¡ E

A(fx + f2 + "' +fn) (/ = 1, 2,. . . , k), which is a contradiction (see [1,

p. 497]). Hence the lemma is true.

Lemma 4.5. Let aEA and fx,f2,-..,fk any mutually orthogonal Her-

mitian minimal idempotents in A.  Then

<4-4) ¿ WfnafnW < ¿ sn(a)     (k=l,2,...).
n=l n=l

Proof.  Let {/^} be any maximal orthogonal family of Hermitian minimal

idempotents containing {fx, f2,.. . , fk } and F = fx + f2 + • • • +fk. Then

by Lemma 3.7 in [11] and Lemma 4.4, we have

(4.5)       ¿ Wfnafn\\ = £ Wfß(aF)fß\\ < ¿ sn(aF) = ¿  sn(aF).
w=l ß n=l n=\

Since ||F|| = 1, by Corollary 3.6, sn(aF) < sn(a). Now (4.4) follows easily from

(4.5).
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The following lemma is a generalization of a result by K. Fan (see [3, p. 48,

Lemma 4.2] ).

Lemma 4.6. Let a, b EA.  Then

(4.6) Z sn(" + b) < Z  sn(fl) + £   *rSP)      (* = L 2, . . • ).
n=l n=l n=l

Proof.  Write [a + b] - W*(a + b) and [a + b] = 2nî„(a 4- b)en (see

(2.2) and (2.4)). Then by Lemma 4.5, we have

Z  «,,(« + *) = Z ll*«[« + *]e«ll= Z HenW*(a + b)ej
n = l n=l n=l

(4"7) <Z \KW*aen\\+Z\\enW*ben\\
n=l „=i

< Z   Sn(-W*«) + Z   SnW*b)-
n=l n=ï

Since || W*\\ = 1, (4.6) follows now immediately from (4.7) and Corollary 3.6.

By using Lemma 4.6 and the proof of [3, p. 49, Theorem 4.1], we have

Theorem 4.7. Let a, b EA and fix) (0 < x < °°) a nondecreasing convex

function which vanishes for x = 0. Then

Z f(s„(a + b))<Z /(*„(«)+ s„(*))     Ofc-1,2,...).
n=l n = l

Suppose a is a nonzero element in A with singular values {sn(a)}. Define

Mp
lfllP = (Z s»)   '       (0<P<~)

l«L =*i(a).

For a = 0, we define |a|p = 0 (0 <p < <»). Let Ap = {a G/l: |a|p <»}

(0 < p < °°). It has been shown that, for 1 < p < °°, A   is a dual .4*-algebra

which is a dense two-sided ideal of A and A„= A (see [11]). We also obtain

that i42 is a proper /Y*-algebra with inner product (,) such that (x, x) = |x|2

and |ax|2 < ||a|| |x|2 (x G .42). Also, for all x, y E A2 and a G A, we have

(ax.y) = (x, a*» and (xa, y) = (x, y a*).   For each a G A, we define a

linear operator La on A2 by

(4.8) La(x) = ax      (xEA2).
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Then La is a bounded linear operator on A2 with ||¿a|| < ||a||. Hence La G

B(A2), the algebra of all bounded linear operators on A2. Clearly (La)* = L *.

Lemma 4.8. Let aEA.  Then La is a compact operator on A2 and sn(a)

are the singular values of La.

Proof.  Write a*a = Sa a*aea = "Lnsn(a)2en. Let B be the closure of

{£,.: a E A} in B(A.). Then B is a 5*-algebra. Since L. L.L.   = KL„ , for
O O Of

some constant k, it follows that Le   is a Hermitian minimal idempotent in B.

Let FEB.  If FLP   = 0 for all a, then FL„ x = 0 for all jc in A.. Hence Fe„x

= 0. Since by [10, p. 442, Theorem 5.2], x = SaJcea in | • |2, we have Fjc =

SaFeajc = 0. Consequently F = 0 and so {Le } is a maximal orthogonal family

of Hermitian minimal idempotents in B. If M is a closed right ideal of B such

that M D {L„ }, then M D {L„ h } for all b E A.   Since Lh = Y.nL, h in B, it
cCt Ct CL

follows that LbEM and so M = B.  Consequently the socle of B is dense in B

and so B is a dual 2?*-algebra (see [5, p. 20]). Since L ,   = Snsn(a)2Le , by

the proof of Lemma 2.3 in [11], we see that sn(a) are the singular values of La.

Since L »  is a compact operator on /12, so is La by [6, p. 250, Corollary (4.9.3)]
a a

and this completes the proof.

The following lemma is a generalization of a result by A. Horn (see [3, p.

48, Lemma 4.2]).

Lemma 4.9. Let a, b EA.  Then we have

(4.9)      n *nW) = n s» n s»(*)  (*=u 2,... ).
n = l n = l n = l

Proof. Write [ab] = Sn sn(ab)en and let ( , ) be the inner product on i42.

Since by Lemma 3.1 (iv) in [11], \en\2 = \\en\\ = 1, we have

m = n,

mi=n.

-x- -,  —   i--j»í-ji>¿ "H™

ís2„(ab),

(abem,aben) = ([ab]2em,en)= /

Now it follows easily from Lemma 4.8 and [4, p. 375, Theorem 2] that

Il  s2n(ab) = det[(abem,aben)}< f[ s2n(a) ft  s2n(b).
n=l n=l n=l

Therefore (4.9) holds and this completes the proof.

By using Lemma 4.9 and the proof of [3, p. 49, Theorem 4.2], we can

show that

Theorem 4.10.  Leta,bEA. If the function /(x) (0 < jc < °°;/(0) = 0)
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becomes convex following the substitution x = et ( - °° < t < °°), then we have

Z f(sn(ab)) < Z fiSnWSnW)     (k=l,2,...).
n=l n=l

5.  Symmetric nooning functions and symmetrically-normed ideals. We use

the notation in [3, Chapter III]. Let c0 be the set of all sequences % = {?,}7

of real numbers which tend to zero and c its subset consisting of all sequences

with a finite number of nonzero terms. A real function <E>([J) = $({■,, £2, . . . ),

defined on c is called a symmetric norming (s.n.) function (or symmetric gauge

function) if it has the following properties:

(0 *(l)>0 (%Ec,%±0);
(II) for any real constant k, <!>(££) = |/c|$(£) (% E c);

an) $>(>■ + v)< m) + *0?) (%, v e c);
(IV) $(1,0,0,...)= 1;

(V) *(£,, *2,..., *•„, 0, 0,... ) = (|^|, 1^1,.... ly, 0, 0,... ),

where £ = {£.} G c and {/,» J2> • ■ • >/n} is any permutation of integers 1, 2,

. . . , n. See [3] for some of its properties and an equivalent definition.

As before, A denotes a dual £*-algebra with norm || • ||. Let .4** be its

second conjugate space with the Arens product. Then it is well known that A**

is a W*-algebra and A can be identified as a *-subalgebra of A** (e.g. see [7]

and [10]). The norm on A** is also denoted by || • ||. By [10, p. 439, Theorem

3.1], j4 is a two-sided ideal of A**.

We shall make use of the formulas in § §3 and 4 to define and study the sym-

metrically-normed ideals.

Definition.  Let B be a subalgebra of A which contains the socle of A.  A

norm | • | on B is called a symmetric norm (or uniform crossnorm) if the follow-

ing conditions are satisfied:

(i)  |e| = 1 for all Hermitian minimal idempotent e in A.

(ii) If b E B and a G A such that s;(a) < kSj(b) for some constant k (j =

1,2,.. . ), then a GB and |a|<zc|fc|.

Remark 1.   B is a two-sided ideal of A**. In fact, let T E A** and a G

B.  Since A is a two-sided ideal of .4**, Ta G A  By Corollary 3.6, s¡(Ta) <

Il TU Sj(a). Therefore Ta EB by (ii). Similarly aTEB.  Hence by (ii), we have

|Ta|<||r|||a|and|ar|<imi|a|.

Remark 2.   We have | • | > || • || on B.  In fact, let b E B and e he a

Hermitian minimal idempotent. Puta = Sj(z5)e. Then s,(a) = sx(b), s2(a) =

s3(a) = • • • = 0. Hence by (ii), |a| < |/3|. Since by (i) |a| = \sx(b)e\ = sx(b) =

Wbll, it follows that ||¿||< |¿|.

Remark 3. ||ae|| = |ae| and ||ea|| = |ea| for all a Gi4** and all Hermitian

niinimal idempotent e. In fact, |ae| = |aee| < ||ae|| |e| = ||at?||. Hence we have
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\ae\ = ||ae||. Similarly \ea\ = \\ea\\. If A is a simple algebra, this property is

equivalent to the "cross property" in [8, p. 54, Definition 1 (iv)].

Remark 4. Since sf(a) = Sj(a*) = s¡([a]) = s¡([a*]) by Lemma 3.1 in

[11], it follows that B is a *-algebra.

Remark 5.   If a, b E B with sf(a) = Sj(b) for all /, then I a\ = I b\.

Let SA be the socle of A. Then SA is a two-sided ideal of A**. In the

following result, we shall show that the class of all sji. functions and the class of

all symmetric norms on SA generate each other.

Theorem 5.1.  If $(£) is any s.n. function, then the equality

(5.1) lai* = 4>(s(a))     (a E SA, s(a) = {Sj{a)})

defines a symmetric norm on SA.  Conversely, every symmetric norm on SA is

obtained in such a manner.

Proof.  By Lemma 4.6 and [3, p. 75, Lemma 3.2(v')], we have

\a + b\9 < $(s(a) + s(b)) < *(s(a)) 4- 4»(s(A))

= \a\9 + lAI*,

for all a, b in SA. Since 4>(1, 0, 0, . . . ) = 1, it follows that lei«,, = 1 for all

Hermitian minimal idempotents e. Property (ii) in Definition easily follows from

[3, p. 71, (3.1)]. Therefore (5.1) defines a symmetric norm on SA.

Conversely, let I • I be a symmetric norm on SA. Define

(5.2) $(£) = Z ¥i

where % = {£,}"= j G c and ex, e2,. . . , en are mutually orthogonal Hermitian

minimal idempotents. It follows easily from Remark 5 that (5.2) is well defined.

It is easy to see that $(£) is an sji. function and lal^, = \a\ (a E SA). This

completes the proof.

Remark.   Some argument in the proof of Theorem 5.1 is similar to that

of [8, p. 65, Theorem 5] and [3, p. 78, Theorem 3.1].

Let B be a subalgebra of A with a symmetric norm | • |. If B is complete

in I • |, then it is called a symmetrically-normed (s.n.) ideal.

Remark.   Since B contains the socle of A, B is an .<4*-algebra which is a

dense two-sided ideal of A.

Let $ be an s.n. function with the natural domain c<¡, (see [3, p. 80]).

For each a in A, let s(a) = {s:(a)}. Define

(5.3) A<p = {aEA: s(a)Ec^}
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and

(5-4) |a|„ = *(s(a)).

Remark.   By using the proof of [3, p. 80, Theorem 4.1], we can show

that Aq is an s.n. ideal with norm lal^.

Two sji. functions $(1) and ty(%) are said to be equivalent if

sup {$(£)/#(<;): £ G c} < ~   and   sup {*(£)/*(?): £ G 6} < «>

(see [3, p. 76]).

Remark.   It is well known that a semisimple Banach algebra has a unique

norm. Therefore two sji. functions $»({•) and *(£) are equivalent if and only if

the s.n. ideal A$ and A^ coincide elementwise.

Let $„(%) and $,(£) be the minimal and maximal sji. functions (for defi-

nitions, see [3, p. 76]).

Remark.   Since IIall = sx(a), it follows that A^ coincides with A if and

only if $ is equivalent to &M. Since |a|j = Sjlj Sj(a), it follows that A9 coin-

cides with A j if and only if <J> is equivalent to $j.

As before let SA be the socle of A. Then A^ contains SA. Let A^ be

the closure of SA in A^. We note that A^ may not be equal to A<¡, (see [3, p.

87]). Clearly ̂ 4^ is an J4*-algebra which is a dense two-sided ideal of A.

Theorem 52. A^ is a dual algebra.

Proof. Let Rn be given as in §4. For each a in A$\ write [a] =

SJI, sj(a)ej and a„ = SJL, aek. Then a„ GRn and by (4.3), ||a - a„|| =

sn+l(a). Therefore by Theorem 4.1, for all T in Rr, we have

(5.5) *„+i(«) = IK« + T) - (T + an)\\>sn+r+x(a + T).

Hence by (5.5) and the proof of [3, p. 87, Lemma 6.1], we have

(5.6) min  |a - K\<¡, = |a - a„|<t = *(srt + 1(a), sn+2(a),. . . ).
KeRn

Since SA is dense in A^ and each element of SA belongs to some Rn, it follows

that a„ -* a in | • I*. Therefore by [5, p. 29, Lemma 8(3)], A^ is a dual

4*-algebra. This completes the proof.

6. The conjugate space of A^\ Let H be a Hubert space with inner prod-

uct ( , ). If x and y axe elements in H, then x ®y will denote the operator on

H defined by (x ®y) (ft) - (ft, v)x for all h in H.

Lemma 6.1. Let {ea} be a net of Hermitian minimal idempotents in A
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such that {ea } converges weakly to some element e in A**. Then eEA.

Proof. Let {Ix} be the set of all closed two-sided minimal ideals of A.

We note first that each ea belongs to some Ix. Also if ea   E Ix   and ea   EIX ,

then ea ea   = 0. We divide the proof into two cases.

Case 1. Suppose each Ix does not contain any subnet of {ea}. Let ea   be

an arbitrary element in {ea}. Then ea   belongs to some Ix . Let {e-} = {ea}

n L   and {ey} = {ea} - {eß}. Then {ey} is a subnet of {ea}. Since eyea   =

0, eea   = 0. Since ea   is arbitrary, it follows that eea = 0 for all a. Therefore

e2 = 0. Since e = e*, we have e = 0. Hence eEA.

Case 2. Suppose there exists some Ix which contains a subnet {eT} of {ea }.

It is easy to see that e El**, the second conjugate space of 1^. Since 7X is a

simple dual 5*-algebra, 1^ has the form Ix = LC(HX) for some Hubert space H^.

Also we can identify LC(H^)** with L(HX), the algebra of all continuous linear

operators on //\. Write eT — xT ® jct with jc7 G #x.   Since ||xT|| = 1, we can

assume that {jct} converges weakly to some x in H^. Hence ((jct ®xT)y, z) —►

((jc ®x)y, z) for ally, z in H.   Since eT —► e weakly in LC(HX)** = L(HX), it

follows that (eTy, z) —*■ (ey, z) for all y, z in H.  Therefore e =x ®x EIXC A.

This completes the proof.

The following result is similar to [3, p. 85, Theorem 5.2].

Lemma 6.2. Let $(£) be an arbitrary s.n. function not equivalent to the

minimal one. If a and aa are positive elements in A** such that aa —*■ a weakly

in A**, aaEA^andM = supfl|aa|<> < °°, then aEA9 and lal^ < M.

Proof. Let aa = T¡jLx s/(fla)ej0l) be a spectral representation of aa in A

(see (2.2)). For any fixed positive integer n, let ban = 2"_i sy(aa)eja). Since

Sj(aa) < \aa\<p <M, there exist subnets {aß} and {e^} such that Sj(aß) —*■ s;-

for some nonnegative number s;- and ej^ —* e¡ weakly for some e¡ in A**. By

Lemma 6.1, ej E A. Put bn = 2?=1 sft and Kn = M/$(l, 1,. ...1,0, . . . ).

Then bn E A and

K~ècv.H = £   siKVj
j=n + l

(<*)
= sn + lK)<Kn + x.

Hence for all /in /I* with ||/|| *? 1, we have

(6.1) l««(/)-ô«,„(/)l<*„+i   .   (" -1,2,...).

Since aß—* a and ft^ —> Z>n weakly in 4**, by (6.1) we have
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|(a - bn)(f)\ < \(a - aß)(f)\ + \(aß - bßn)(f)\ + \(bß>n - bn)(f)\

^^n + l'

for all/in/I* with U/H < 1. Therefore ||a - ft„|| <Kn + x. Since Kn+X —*■ 0

as n —> °°, it follows that bn —*• a and so a G A.   Therefore by (2.2), we can

write a = ZJLX sfo)^. Let t¡ = supa s¡(aa) (j =1,2,...). Since

*(«i(««). hK)>   • •. snK)> 0,0,... ) <M, it follows that

${tx,t2,...,tn,o,0,...)<M.

Also by Lemma 4.5, we have

(6.2) ¿ii/mii<¿',(*«)<:£';.
' j=\ j=l /'=1

Since f^fj is positive,f¡aafj = WfjaJjWfj. Similarly fjafi ■ Wf^ffifj. Since

fjaufj~*fjafj weakly in ,4**, it follows easily that \\f¡aafj\\ —*\\f¡af¡\\. Hence

by (6.2), we have

/=1 y=l /=1

and consequently ^(Sjia), s2(a),. . . , sn(a), 0, 0,. . . ) < M. Therefore aEA^

and this completes the proof.

Remark.   Some argument in the proof of Lemma 6.2 is similar to that

given in the proof of [3, p. 85, Theorem 5.2].

Let a G Ax. Then by Theorem 4.3 in [11], a — c*b for some ft, c in .42.

Define

(6.3) txa = (b,c)      (aEAx),

where (,) denotes the inner product in A2. Let {/-} be a maximal orthogonal

family of Hermitian minimal idempotents in A and X» fß = fßafß. Then by

Lemma 4.4 in [11], tr a is well defined, tr a = I,ß (afß, fß) = 2^ X^ and | tr a|

<kiV
Let <J> be an s.n. function and <3>* be an s.n. function adjoint to <J> (see [3, p.

125] and [8, p. 69]).  By Theorem 4.10 and the proof of [3, p. 49, Corollary

4.1], we have

|ax|, = Z */«) < ¿ *fi-a) £ S/W      (fl'x GA)-
/=i l=i        ;-i

Also for all a in A*,

|a|  . =     max     /ixl"1   ¿ í,(a)sW) .
*       o**ea4„ \   *    /=i  '     '    )

It follows that
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(6.4) Iflxl, < Mq.M*        (aEA^^xEAa,).

Let {Affi* be the conjugate space of A(^. We shall show that (A^)*

can be identified with A «. The following result is a generalization of [3, p. 130,

Theorem 12.2].

Theorem 63. Let i>(|) be an arbitrary s.n. function, not equivalent to the

maximal one.   Then for each f in (A^)*, f is of the form

(6.5) f(x) = trax      (xEA™),

for some a in A . and ||/|| = \a\^».

Proof.  Let a G A^, and define f(x) = tr ax (x E A(^). Then by (6.4),

we have

\f(X)\ = \tiax\<\ax\1<\a\¿>\x\^.

Therefore/G (A^)* and ||/|| < |a| ». To show the converse of the inequality,

we put [a] = SJlj s¡(a)e¡ and an = 2?=1 ae¡. Then

*•««„)) = **(«i(«). hi«), •••. »„(«), 0, 0,... ).

Let k be the set of all nonincreasing sequences in c, each of which consists of

nonnegative numbers. Now by the definition of $*, we can choose $") =

{$<">}? G jt such that $(£('°) = 1 and Z?=1 s^a)^ = $*(s(an)). Put/, =

Sj(a)~2aeja*. Then {fA are mutually orthogonal Hermitian minimal idempo-

tents and [a*] = S/"1 »,(«))} (see [11]). Let bn = 2JL, (%^/s¡(a))a*fj. Then

<rf>„ = J.%x qsjia)}, and so tr(a6n) = SjL ,*/«>*,(«). Since ô* ô„ =

2v=,ß/",)24, we have sy(è*) - $/»> (/ = 1, 2.«). Therefore

lft„l« = W„)) = *6?°. • • •. Í}. ». 0. • • • ) - L

Also

/(&„) = tr(flft„)=5: «}"Vfl>

= **(s, (a), s2(a),. .. , s„(a), 0, 0,... )

Since |«w| • —> Ifll^» and IftJ^, = 1, it follows that ||/|| > lal^« and so they

are equal.

Conversely let /be a nonzero functional in (A^)*. Since | • 1$ < | • \x and

SA is dense in .4*°*, it follows that /is a nonzero functional in A*. Hence by

Theorem 3.3 in [12], there exists some a in .4** such that
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(6.6) /0) = trax      (xG^).

We show that a G A .. In fact, let {ex: X G A} be a maximal orthogonal family

of Hermitian minimal idempotents in A and let {Ey : y E T} be the direct set of

all finite sums ex   + ex   + • • • + ex    (X,, G A and zz = 1, 2, ... ). Then

||£-7H = 1. Define fy on A™ by

(6-7) tyx)=f(xEy)     (xEAW).

Then

fy(x) = tx(axEy) = tr^axE^ = tríí^ax).

Since E a EA ,, it follows from the first part of the theorem that lE^al^» =

ll/7ll < U/H- Since A** is a W"-algebra, by [7, p. 27, Theorem 1.12.1], there

exists some uEA** with ||u|| = 1 such that [a*] = au. Therefore, for all y,

we have

IV**^1** = \EymEt^" < 'VI** < ■/■■

Hence by the Alaoglu theorem, we can assume that {Ey [a*]Ey} converges

weakly to some ft in A**. Since {Ey} converges weakly to the identity in .4**,

it is easy to see that (E [a*]Ey)eK —>[a*] eK and (Ey[a*]Ey)ex —* bex

weakly in 4**. Therefore bex = [a*]ex for all X and so ft = [a*]. Hence

Ey [a*]Ey —*• [a*] weakly in^4**. Therefore by Lemma 6.2, [a*] EA . and

so is a. This completes the proof.

We remark that some argument in the proof of Theorem 6.3 is similar to

that of [3, p. 130, Theorem 12.2].

7. Some special symmetrically-normed ideals. Let II = {zr}~ be an arbi-

trary binormalizing sequence (see [3, p. 141]). Put

An = laEA: sup| Y. 5,(a)/£ it,. \ <~¡

and

l: sup[¿ S/(a)/¿ zrl
n y=i      i j=l   J

i™ r¿ iWz Tri
%-*<■> ]_i=i      ' /=i   J

4°)=   la E A: lim \ Y s^/T zrj =0

Theorem 7.1. A^ and An are s.n. ideals of A such that -4[°> is a proper

subspace ofAn.

Proof.  This follows from the proof of [3, p. 141, Theorem 14.1].

Corollary 7.2.   An is a modular annihilator algebra (for definition, see

[9]), but not an annihilator algebra.
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Proof.  Since An is a two-sided ideal of A and A is dual, it follows from

[9, p. 830, Theorem 5.2] and [9, p. 831, Theorem 5.3] that An is a modular

annihilate algebra.  Since SA is the socle of An and SA is not dense in An, it

follows that An is not an annihilator algebra.

Let 0^ be defined as in [3, p. 145]. Then 0W is an s.n. function. Let Av

be the s.n. ideal of A obtained from §v. Then by the proof of [3, p. 149, Theo-

rem 15.2], we have:

Theorem 13. For the triple of spaces A^\ An and An, each space is the

conjugate space of the preceding one.
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